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Summer 2024
For over 25 years, Puffin Gear® has created 

quality hats in Toronto, Canada. Our 
summer 2024 collection reflects our passion 
for colour and the great outdoors. Each hat 

in this collection is designed with sun
protection in mind, boasting an excellent 
UPF 50+ rating, which ensures it blocks at 
least 97.5% of broad-spectrum UVA and 

UVB radiation. 

From the soothing palette of our
rainforest linen print wide brim hat to our 

vibrant check bucket hat, we have you
covered with a variety of styles that

perfectly combine fashion and functionality. 
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BOWLER HAT 20103
 3” brim (pool)

BUCKET HAT 21006
 2” brim (bloom)

poolbloompond rainforest

COURTYARD 
GARDEN

UPF 50+ sun protection

Beautiful prints evoking
images of a lush summer garden. 

100% linen

CLASSIC HAT 20102
4.5“ brim (rainforest)
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SUMMER BREEZE 
LINEN

UPF 50+ sun protection

Stay cool in our lightweight linen hats,
perfect for reading on your favourite bench. 

Classic colours for easy
co-ordination.

100% linen

CLASSIC HAT 25002
4.5” brim

BOWLER HAT 25003
3” brim

aqua white

french navy faded denim

slatesilver grey

ecru ivory

black
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LINEN
CHAMBRAY
UPF 50+ sun protection

Casually elegant lightweight 
hats perfect for sight seeing. A 

chambray weave has an alternating 
white thread adding texture while 

maintaining the lightweight
breathability of  linen

100% linen

CLASSIC HAT 15020
 4.5” brim

BOWLER 15022
3” brim

GARDEN HAT 15021
oval crown with 4” brim

natural lichen

navyindigo
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PATIO LINEN
UPF 50+ sun protection

Embrace the season of linen with style.

You’ll fall in love with the rich patina and 
exquisite colors of these hats. Slightly 
heavier than our  summer breeze and 

chambray linens.

100% linen
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(houndstooth only available in bucket hat style)
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boneivory

blacksage white

olive

denim marine houndstooth

dijon barksalmon

BUCKET HAT 21104
2” slopped brim

BOWLER HAT  21103
3” brim, round crown

GARDEN HAT 21102
4” brim, oval crown
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LINEN
CANVAS

UPF 50+ sun protection

Linen canvas weekend hats
for window shopping, garden work 

or just hanging out.

55% linen/45% cotton

(daisy print available only
in crusher hat style)
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GARDEN HAT 19616
oval crown with 4” brim

BALL CAP 19614
peaked cap

CRUSHER HAT 19615
2.75” sloped brim

black

charcoal denim

daisy - blue

flax

copper

nutmeg

daisy - lime daisy - black

navy

olive

grey

berry faded denim aqua hydrangea
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CLOTHESLINE LINEN 
UPF 50+ sun protection

LIVE SUMMER IN COLOUR 
Our clothesline linen hats are wardrobe basics.
Durable, easy wear sun protection in colours 

from muted neutrals to summer brights. 

55% linen/45% cotton

black navyred

grey cornflowercoral lavender

sunshine

royal

denim

natural fern

carrotchartreuse

seafoam

plum

dogwood

azalea

ivory

white

SLOUCH HAT 23972
3” brim

GARDEN HAT 22970
oval crown with 4” brim
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BEACH PARTY 
BUCKET HATS 

UPF 50+ sun protection

Playful bucket hat in retro prints perfect for a 
game of beach volleyball or hanging 

with friends watching the sun go down.

100% cotton

yellow check

snorkel - blue

orange check

black check

flamingo snorkel - yellow

kelly check
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BUCKET HAT 23002 
2” brim-yellow check
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GARDEN 
PRINTS 

UPF 50+ sun protection
Celebrate gardening season. 

Choose from your favourite garden 
blooms

or

‘I Must Have Flowers
Always and Always’ 

Claude Monet

OKEO TEX certified Cotton
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I Must Have Flowers Flower Bloom

Cutting Garden Rose Garden Fern Garden

Coneflower

SLOUCH HAT 19102
3” brim- coneflower

GARDEN HAT 19101
4” brim- fern garden

CRUSHER HAT 24005 
2.75” brim-garden bloom
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SOLAR NYLON
UPF 50+

sun protection 
Our lightweight solar nylon hats are quick 
drying and easy to pack. Styles for all your 

adventures from glamourous poolside 
lounging to wilderness canoe trips.

100% nylon
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white navy

purple

sunshineazalea

vanillacoral

black

wolf grey

red coyote
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STARLET HAT 
26022

6” brim for maximum
sun protection

CRUSHER HAT 
26022

sporty 2.75” sloped brim

BUCKET HAT 
22105

narrow 2” sloped brim

HIKING HAT
28021

3.5” brim, chin tie

CLASSIC HAT
 28012

4.5” brim-round crown

AFTERNOON HAT 
28012

4”brim-oval crown
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BARKCLOTH
BUCKET HATS

UPF 50+ sun protection

Our Japanese barkcloth bucket hats
 in vintage  prints will bring 

the tropics to your backyard.

MADE IN CANADA

80% cotton/20% linen

style 21105

sea breeze tropical breeze
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ORGANIC COTTON 
DRY OILSKIN 

RAIN HATS

Dry oilskin (wax cotton) hats have the beautiful
patina of traditional oilskin without an oily finish.  

GOTS Certified Organic Cotton
 

MADE IN CANADA

style 21102

olive dijon navy
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puffingear.com
PUFFIN GEAR STUDIO

63A Howden Road
Toronto, Ontario 

M1R 3C7

1-888-783-3461

info@puffingear.com

MADE IN CANADA

© 2023 Puffin Gear

Our hats are sized. An internal 
elastic snug allows a range of fit 
within each size. Size L fits most 

for ‘a one size fits all option’.

S 21.5” 54.6 cm 6 7/8

M 22.25” 56.5 cm 7 1/8

L 23” 58.5 cm 7 3/8

XL 24” 61 cm 7 5/8

XXL 25” 63.5 cm 8
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